Continents

Africa (2) - ① Their sign for Africa is Beautiful w/ "A" ② Make the shape of the continent

ASIA - Asia is signed "A". Imagine you're looking at a map: "A" all over.

Australia (2) - ① Think of the Army hats they use (folded on side) ② "8" "5" for Kangaroos

Europe - think of Philosophy, thinkers, theories (all the great thinkers are from Europe)

America - where all the cultures mix together (just add NORTH, SOUTH, or CENTRAL)

Countries

Austria - ① Fingerspell ② Think of "Little Germany" (sign comes from Flags Eagle in Center)

Canada - Think of the Moutain jackets or "Canada Aye!" (A noise shape)

China - Think of the Coats [index]

Cuba - Fingerspell

Denmark - Denmark is surrounded by water; mostly; Think of ships

Egypt - Think of Pharaoh's crown snake on front

England - tap or pull for proper manners

Finland - Cleft Chins are Predominant in Finland

France - Think of dipping your French Fry in ketchup

Germany (2) - ① Wiggly eagle crest ② Helmets from WWI

Greece (2) - ① Think Greek noses ② For their flag

Holland (2) - ① Dutch hats ② Alp horns

Hong Kong - Fingerspell "HK"
India - For the Bindi (red dot) on forehead
Iran - Fingerspell @ Thumb taps middle of palm to indicate gasoline/oil
Iraq - Fingerspell @ Side of index of "B" hand taps in center of forehead to represent a salute.
Ireland - Think "Potato Island"
Israel - "I" hand down chin like "restaurant" (Jewish is signed by pulling on the "beard" off chin like the picture)
Italy(2) - ① "I" makes a cross for Catholicism ② Shape of the "Boot" ⓪ Italy
Japan - Think of Japanese pagoda roofs for the language "open B"
Korea - Think of Korean farming hats (Sign North of South for specifics)
Mexico(2) - ① For the sarapi ② For sombrero (Note: 2x for spanish)
Norway - Make an "N" with an "N" ⓪ Norway
Philippines - "P" island (same sign as "principal")
Poland - Sign "O" from opposite shoulder to dominant like "congress"
Puerto Rico - Fingerspell
Russia(2) - ① Wipe the vodka from chin ② Cossack dancers
Scotland - Plaid for the tartans (Kilts)
Spain - Think of the shoulder pads on a matador costume
Sweden - Think of a Swedish massage
Switzerland - Think of Swiss Army knives (From their flag)
Taiwan - They grow sugarcane in Taiwan. Think "nom nom sugarcane"
Vietnam - Fingerspell "VN" (not near eye)
Yugoslavia - No longer a country